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(Chart). Revised and updated, this second edition includes 92 Fab Four favorites: All My Loving *

Blackbird * Can't Buy Me Love * Golden Slumbers * Here Comes the Sun * Let It Be * Michelle *

Penny Lane * When I'm Sixty-Four * She Loves You * Yesterday * and dozens more.
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Great for begginers! Let's face it.If your musical instrument of choice is the Trumpet,then you realize

that there are these days' few well known actual pieces of music that stand alone for trumpet solo.

But this one gets you there. If you like to experiment with cresendo's and intonations and different fill

in notes(as do most jazz/and other improv musicians do)you will find every 92 of the Beatles Hits a

good launching point to success.Since every players style and ear is different,these basics of their

sheet music gets you there.And let me say this is not a training book but actual sheet music, with

very little effort,you will be playing any solo in this book with comfidence.Very Happy with this

purchase!Five Stars!:)

I bought this book as a gift and they liked it. If your a fan of the Beatles you will enjoy.

There is a large range of skill levels so you can grow into the book...That being said it is designed

for beginner / intermediate players...I have the trombone version so I can play tunes with my

Granddaughter...



I learned the trumpet in grade school and played until my last two years of high school, and have

not played new music in quite some time- this sheet music is wonderful, and I am surprising myself

that I can pick it up again. Great Book, definitely recommend it to any trumpeter who loves the

Beatles. A lot of fun.

Has some variations to original songs, but they are easy to play as far as range and the 'keys' they

are written in. There are a lot of songs in this booklet.

Great book if you want to advanced your trumpet skills. Book can be both used by beginners and

people who are already advanced in trumpeting.

happy. this arrived as promised. in excellent condition. this was for a gift and it will be perfect to go

right into packaging.
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